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Changes made are as follows:

1. Header was removed from all pages
2. Section headings were all changed to sentence case
3. ‘Author affiliations’ text was removed from title page
4. Full stop removed from authors’ initials on title page
5. ‘Materials and methods’ was changed to ‘Methods’
6. Statement was added to authors contributions stating that all authors read and approved the final version of the manuscript
7. Removed sub-heading at the start of the Tables section: "Tables to accompany A Comparative Analysis of Computer Based Hospice Palliative Care Datasets in Canada"
8. Table titles are all above the table
9. Table placement text has been removed from the manuscript
10. Website references have been revised into Website title [www.website.com] format
11. Page 28 (was blank) was removed
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Craig Kuziemsky, PhD
Telfer School of Management, University of Ottawa